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Problem
If ML algorithms ignore this strategic behavior,
they risk making policy decisions that are
incompatible with the original policy’s goal.
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Research Agenda: Incentive-Aware ML
1) study the effects of strategic behavior to ML algorithms
2) propose ways to robustify ML algorithms
3) propose ways to incentivize honest effort exertion

Lots of Recent, Exciting Work
●

●
●

●

●

Robustness: [Hardt, Megiddo, Papadimitriou, Wooters, ITCS16], [Dong, Roth, Schutzman,
Waggoner, Wu, EC18], [Chen, Liu, P., NeurIPS20], [Ahmadi, Beyhaghi, Blum, Naggita, EC21],
[Sundaraman, Vullikanti, Xu, Yao, ICML21], [Ghalme , Nair, Eilat, Talgam-Cohen, Rosenfeld,
ICML21], [Zrnic, Mazumdar, Sastry, Jordan, NeurIPS21], [Jagadeesan, Mendler-Dünner, Hardt,
ICML21]
Fairness: [Milli, Miller, Dragan, Hardt, FAT*19], [Hu, Immorlica, Vaughan, FAT*19], [Liu, Wilson,
Haghtalab, Kalai, Borgs, Chayes, FAT*19], [Braverman, Garg, FORC20]
Recourse/Incentivizing Effort: [Ustun, Spangher, Liu, FAT*19], [Kleinberg and Raghavan, EC19],
[Khajehnejad, Tabibian, Scholkopf, Singla, Gomez-Rodriguez, arXiv19], [Gupta, Nokhiz, Roy,
Venkatasubramanian, arXiv19], [Chen, Wang, Liu, arXiv20], [Tsirtsis, Gomez-Rodriguez,
NeurIPS20], [Haghtalab, Immorlica, Lucier, Wang, IJCAI20], [Bechavod, P., Wu, Ziani, ICML22]
Causality: [Miller, Milli, Hardt, FAT*19], [Shavit, Edelman, Axelrod, ICML20], [Bechavod, Ligett,
Wu, Ziani, AISTATS21]
Performative Prediction: [Perdomo, Zrnic, Mendler-Dünner, Hardt, ICML20], [Mendler-Dünner,
Perdomo, Zrnic, Hardt, NeurIPS20], [Miller, Perdomo, Zrnic, ICML21] [Jagadeesan, Tijana Zrnic,
and Celestine Mendler-Dünner, ICML22].

Similar Problem, Different Fields
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●
●

School’s admission rule: admit anyone who has more than 100 books in their house.
Students with (say) 90 and more books can “easily” buy (but need not read!) 10 more and
get admitted.

→ defeats the purpose of having the # books as a measure of qualifications
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What’s New in Today’s Research?
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Black-box models
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Formalizing objectives in high-dimensions

●

Revealing Pareto frontier
Recourse

Pareto
frontier

Accuracy
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Incentive-Aware
ML Stakeholders
individual

society

●

Who? Person (data provider)

●

Who? All people as a whole

●

Goal: get best outcomes for them

●

Goal: fairness, robustness, welfare

●

Action: change their data

●

Action: regulate, public pressure

Tutorial Outline
q Introduction
q Robustness
q Fairness
q Recourse/Performativity/Causality
q Future Directions/Open Questions
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[Zrnic, Mazumdar, Sastry, Jordan, NeurIPS21]:
• order of play is determined by how fast
principal-agent adapt to each other
• agent’s equilibria may be favorable for both
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(or some other loss func, see online
model)
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3. ”Outcomes” observed only in a “censored” way in Strategic Classification.
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Main Question
How does the learner learn to classify strategic
agents with diminishing regret?

Main Results
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Summary
1) Strategic classification disproportionately affects disadvantaged population.
2) There are cases where subsidies make both subpopulations worse off, while
making the learner better off.
3) Insights hold for cases where classification rule is revealed to agents.
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Question
If learner maximizes social welfare of total population, how does information
discrepancy affect the subpopulations’ ability to improve?

Results
1) In general, disadvantaged subpopulation may end up being strictly worse
off (i.e., NO improvement).
2) Subpopulation-optimal outcome is achievable if information for two
subpopulations is independent!
[Bechavod, P., Wu, Ziani, ICML22]
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• Predict income improvement (final income – original income) for each subpopulation.
[Bechavod, P., Wu, Ziani, ICML22]
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Subpopulations breakdown criteria

Results Snapshot: Adult Dataset

1

One subpopulation may get worse off.

§ Total income
improvement currently
subpopulation 1
§ Total income
improvement currently
subpopulation 2
Race

[Bechavod, P., Wu, Ziani, ICML22]

Subpopulations breakdown criteria

Subpopulation
1

Subpopulation
2

All others

White

Results Snapshot: Adult Dataset

2

Total improvement may be very unequal across subpopulations.

§ Total income
improvement currently
subpopulation 1
§ Total income
improvement currently
subpopulation 2

[Bechavod, P., Wu, Ziani, ICML22]
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Performative Prediction: When predictions influence the data
(not just strategic prediction)

Main Results

1) When does repeated retraining lead to stable rules? [Perdomo, Zrnic, Mendler-Dünner, Hardt,
ICML20]
2) Stoch optimization techniques to identify stable solutions: [Mendler-Dünner, Perdomo, Zrnic, Hardt,
NeurIPS20]
3) Conditions for having a convex optimization problem when searching for performatively optimal
rules. [Miller, Perdomo, Zrnic, NeurIPS20]
4) Regret minimization techniques that draw inspiration from zooming to learn adaptively better than
standard Lipschitz bandits. [Jagadeesan, Tijana Zrnic, and Celestine Mendler-Dünner, ICML22]
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Theme 1: Interpretability and Incentives
• Learner: Non-linear
rules (e.g., coming from
neural nets).
• Agent: understand rules
fully + best-respond

Current state of
Incentive-Aware
ML research

Interpretable ML rules that
are robust to strategizing
but incentivize honest
outcome improvement.

Large case studies to move
from theory to practice and
drive policy change.
Tutorial at FAccT21
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Theme 2: Agent Behavior
Extreme 1: Full Structure
Most of theoretical works in
incentive-aware ML:
myopically best-responding

Agent
Behavior
Assumptions

Beyond Myopia and
Best-Response
See also [Krishnamurthy, Lykouris, P.,
Schapire, STOC21], [Paes Leme, P.,
Schneider, COLT22]

Adversarial viewpoint:
agents/adversaries want to
“destroy” the algorithm.

Extreme 2: No Structure

Working at the population,
rather than individual level e.g.,
[Jagadeesan, Mendler-Dünner,
Hardt, ICML21]

Thank You!

